A homogenized formulation to account for sliding of non-meshed reinforcements during the cracking of brittle matrix composites : application to reinforced concrete problem of crack opening assessment is still a major concern [36, 24] .
13
Problem to solve. This problem is difficult to solve for two main reasons:
14 the concrete has weak and relatively random tensile strength [35, 3] , and and the spacing between, reinforcements, which leads to a number of nodes 25 proportional to the size of the structure and prevents the use of large ele-
26
ments for large structures. For instance, the most complex numerical models 27 currently used for a nuclear power plant containment vessel of more than 28 30 m diameter need to mesh all the reinforcements and pre-stressed wires.
29
The spacing between reinforcements and wires being only a few decimeters,
30
the finite element dimensions should be constrained to this size and, conse-31 quently, the number of finite elements will be far too high for engineering 32 applications. So, to simplify the problem, the mesh is generally composed 33 of larger finite elements, and kinematic relations between nodes of massive 34 finite elements and nodes of segments used to mesh reinforcements are used.
35
These kinematic relations assume a perfect bond between the reinforcements 36 2 and the concrete, so, even if all the reinforcements are meshed [1, 5] , the crack prediction is still not accurate because possible sliding between the 38 two components is neglected. Until a method is found to consider the inter-
39
action between reinforcements and matrix in a very simple way, it will be 40 difficult to improve the realism of models. That is our reason for proposing 41 the present method.
42
Principle of the proposed method. This method is able to consider the slid- The local equilibrium of a cylindrical reinforcement section illustrated in
63
Figure 1, along the local x axis, can be written:
with σ r the axial stress in the reinforcement, D r its diameter and τ m/r the shear stress applied by the matrix on the reinforcement along the interface. The stress in the reinforcement is assumed to be coaxial with x, so its 68 behavior law can be summed up in (2).
with E r the Young's modulus of the reinforcement, re its elastic strain, r its 70 axial strain and ra its an-elastic axial strain including plastic, visco-plastic
71
[10] and thermal strain. In a multi-cracked matrix, the sliding is maximal at the crack location
104
and decreases with the distance from the crack until the symmetry plane as
105
shown schematically in Figure 3 . So, the sliding at the location of the crack 106 can then be computed as the integral of difference in axial strains between 107 reinforcement and matrix (5) from a symmetry plane between two cracks
with x = 0 at the symmetry plane in Figure 3 , and x = x c at the crack 110 location relative to the symmetry plane. 
Once combined, the set of equations (6) leads to the resulting form (7).
In (7) analogy between (7) and (8) leads to the identification of these terms. The 132 characteristic lenght l r c is given by (9) , and the source term by (10) .
With this formulation the elastic strain in the reinforcement appears analo-
135
gous to the diffusion of the term ( m − ra ). It is worth noting that as long as 136 ra = 0, the over-tension in the reinforcement due to the sliding is analogous 137 to the diffusion of the strain m in the finite element where the crack occurs.
138
In other words, the sliding displacement along the rebar can be seen as a In fact putting this condition into (8) leads to (12).
If (12) does not need to be specified in the code. This condition is realistic for 152 some problems where sliding does not occurs perpendicularly to the edges.
153
Specifically if the edges are free of stresses or weakly loaded, or subjected to 154 imposed displacements. The interest of the differential form of the sliding reinforcement problem 158 lies in its ability to be used in homogenized behavior laws of composites.
159
Instead of meshing all the reinforcements, the interfaces and the matrix, the 160 reinforcement elastic strain is treated as a diffuse field superimposed on the 161 displacement field. To take advantage of this method, the finite elements code 162 must be modified to be able to treat the two fields simultaneously. On the 163 one hand, the equilibrium of the homogenized material has to be considered, 
181
• The shear stress balance at each interface between the matrix and a
182
given reinforcement considered by (8).
183
These two sets of equations are summarized in (13).
In ( .
In (14), ρ n is the volumetric fraction of reinforcement number n, σ 
In (15) 
The link between the crack opening and the tensile damage is given by equa- (19) .
In (19), E m is the Young's modulus of the matrix and R t its tensile strength. 
Finite Element Formulation

270
As explained in the introduction, the objective is to avoid meshing the re- 
In (22), ψ n is the test function. Using an integral transformation, this equa-285 tion leads to the second variational form (23) .
with ∂Ω the edges of the meshed domain Ω. 
Finite Element formulation
288
Taking the boundary conditions (11) into account, once discretized on the 
In (25) e r n is the local orientation of reinforcement number n. As the source 298 term must be updated for each step of loading, the solving of (24) can be the deformations and used to assess the elastic strain in the reinforcements.
321
Once known, the stresses in the reinforcements and matrix are combined and three times higher to avoid any damage out of the predefined weakest zone.
350
The interface stiffness given in table 1 is 40GP a, it corresponds to a secant bond between reinforcement and matrix is provided in Figure 7 . As can be is presented in Figure 8 , where it is confronted with the reference solution.
396
It is worth noting that the simplified solution is in good accordance with the cost. reinforcement and interface characteristics were the same as specified in Table   408 1. The weakest zone is in the middle of the tie, with a strength R could be the consequences of differences of geometry: in the reference case the 418 reinforcement was concentrated in the middle of the tie as shown in Figure   419 9(a) while the reinforcements are assumed to be distributed homogeneously 420 in the cross section for the homogenization method (9(b)). 
